1. FlyAway & Scheduled Service Bus Stop Changes
   - As of March 20, 2019 the FlyAway Shuttle and Scheduled Service Buses (green) will no longer stop in front of Terminal B (this curb space will utilized for Airline Crew pickup)
   - Guests may use alternate FlyAway and Scheduled Service Bus stops at Terminal 3 or Terminal 4
   - Signage will be updated to reflect this change

![Shuttle Stops Map]

[SHUTTLE STOPS AS OF 3/20/19]

[Terminal 3, Terminal 2, Terminal 1, Terminal B (Tom Bradley International), Terminal 4, Terminal 5, Terminal 6, Terminal 7/8]

**Effective 3/20/19:** FlyAway & Scheduled Service Buses (green) replaced by Airline Crew Pickup

**Nearest FlyAway & Scheduled Service Bus stops at Terminal 3 and Terminal 4**
2. Airline Gate 54B closed through March 21, 2019
   - Airline Gate 54B, located at the southeast end of Terminal 5, will be closed through March 21, 2019 for construction related to the American Airlines Gate Realignment Program
   - Upon reopening, it will be renamed Gate 56B
   - Watch for updates as additional airline gates in Terminal 5 are scheduled close throughout this project, which will add two new airline gates to the terminal by February 2021
3. Terminal 6 Escalator Closure
   • Escalator 11 in Terminal 6 will be closed nightly March 19 through March 21, 2019 for wall maintenance work; Detour signage will be in place

Escalator 11 (downstairs movement)